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The Cambridge Primary Science series has been developed to match 
the Cambridge International Examinations Primary Science curriculum 
framework. It is a fun, ! exible and easy to use course that gives both 
learners and teachers the support they need. In keeping with the aims of 
the curriculum itself, it encourages learners to actively engage with the 
content, and develop enquiry skills as well as subject knowledge.

This Learner’s Book for Stage 1 covers all the content from Stage 1 of the 
curriculum framework. The topics are covered in the order in which they 
are presented in the curriculum, with only one or two exceptions, for easy 
navigation. But they can be taught in any order that is appropriate to you.

The content pages contain many images and questions that you can 
use as a basis for class discussions. The emphasis in this stage is on linking 
what learners know about everyday life to scienti" c ideas.

Throughout the book, you will " nd ideas for practical activities which will 
help learners to develop their Scienti" c Enquiry skills as well as introduce 
them to the thrill of scienti" c discovery.

Check your progress questions at the end of each unit can be used to 
assess learners’ understanding.

We strongly advise you to use the Teacher’s Resource for Stage 1
ISBN 978-1-107-61146-7, alongside this book. This resource contains 
extensive guidance on all the topics, ideas for classroom activities, and 
guidance notes on all the activities presented in this Learner’s Book. You will 
also " nd a large collection of worksheets, and answers to all the questions 
from the Stage 1 products.

Also available is the Activity Book for Stage 1, ISBN 978-1-107-61142-9.
This book offers a variety of exercises to help learners consolidate 
understanding, practise vocabulary, apply knowledge to new situations 
and develop enquiry skills. Learners can complete the exercises in class or 
be given them as homework.

We hope you enjoy using this series.

With best wishes,
the Cambridge Primary Science team.
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1 Being alive

1.1 Animals and plants alive!
Words to learn
living plant
animal alive
non-living look

Can you see a living plant?

Can you see a living animal?
Can you see things that have never been alive?

The Sun is hot but it is not alive. It is a non-living thing.
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1 Being alive 7

What living things can we ! nd? 

Go outside to look at living things. 

Photograph or draw those you ! nd.

Look for the largest living thing you can see.

Look for the smallest living thing you can ! nd.

Try to ! nd six living things. 

What you have learnt
 Some things are alive.
 Some things have never been alive.

Activity 1.1 You will need:
a clipboard  a digital camera

 Talk about the photos below with your friends.

Which photos show things that are alive?

Which photos show things that are non-living?

How do you know which things are alive?
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8 1 Being alive

1.2 Local environments
Words to learn
environment farm
pet compare

Look at each animal. Look at each plant. Where does it live? 
Why does it live there?

Animals can be found in natural environments. 

They can also be found on a farm, in a zoo and in homes
as a pet.

Each living thing needs a place to live
and lives in a local environment.
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1 Being alive 9

What you have learnt 
 Each living thing lives in a local environment.
 The local environment gives them a home, food and water.

Activity 1.2a

Where do plants grow?

Think about where you will ! nd plants
growing outside.

Go outside and look at the plants.
Where do they grow?

Why do they grow where they do?

Compare how many plants you ! nd in different environments.

Activity 1.2b
Birds come to school

Have you seen birds at school? Where do you see them?

Can we make the environment better for them?

How could we make a feeding table?

Make a drawing to show how you could help the birds. 

You will need:
a clipboard  a digital
camera
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10 1 Being alive

1.3 Animal babies

Words to learn
baby calf
human young

How many baby animals can you see?

Can you see the baby elephant calf?

Are all the babies like their parents?

Look at the 
little bear 

cub.
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All animals make babies. The babies grow up into adults.

A human mother usually has just one baby at a time. Why?

 Some animals have lots of babies.

Birds and rabbits can have eight or nine young at a time.

Activity 1.3

Make a nursery for a baby animal

Make a model nursery for a baby animal.

You will need:
modelling material or 
a construction kit  cardboard
scissors  glue  sticky tape

What you have learnt 
 Humans and other animals have babies.
 Young animals grow into adults.

Make sure you include food, water and a home.SAMPLE



1.4 Healthy food and drink
Do you want to grow up healthy
and strong?

Eat lots of healthy food like fruit and 
vegetables. Also drink lots of water.

Words to learn
healthy food
fat sugar
salt

12 1 Being alive

Which lunch bag is healthier?
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What you have learnt 
 Some foods and drinks are healthy.
 Foods and drinks with too much fat, sugar
and salt are not healthy.
 Drinking lots of water is healthy.

Activity 1.4

My healthy plate

Draw your own plate of food for today.

Draw, or stick on, pictures of
these foods.

Compare your plate with a plate of 
healthy food. 

You will need:
pictures of food

Fruit and vegetables come from plants.
They are full of good things
for your body.

They do not have too much fat,
sugar and salt. Too much of
these things is not healthy.

What have
I eaten
today?
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